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DESIGN LIFE SEOUL 2013

We are delighted that Seoul, one of the design capitals of the world, 
is our host this year – a very appropriate venue to continue the 
celebration of art and design that we call DesignLife.  In this third 
iteration of our RMIT University alumni reunion event, graduates from 
the School of Architecture and Design are joined by their colleagues 
from the School of Art, the School of Fashion and Textiles, and the 
School of Media and Communication at RMIT University. This expanded 
network of practitioners from around the world will be a lasting 
contribution to DesignLife from the event organiser Taek Soo Kim 
and his team of Korean alumni, as well as being emblematic of the 
flourishing art and design culture we find in Korea.

Such a culture becomes evident in this exhibition of the work of our 
graduates. I refer back to Suriawati Qiu’s original mandate for DesignLife 
which was to produce a ‘pause’ for designers to ‘recharge, rejuvenate, 
and invigorate’ themselves, and I question if this is relevant to the 
practices shown here. One only needs to read the bio of Stephanie Tan 
to realise that she and Chris Yu-Hang Chan come home from a day in 
the office producing extraordinary buildings, to design award-winning 
visionary cities in their spare time!  I posit that such a culture is created 
from passion in these endeavours, from those who ‘live’ art and design 
and have desire to push the boundaries of their disciplines.



The real value of DesignLife is in the discourse with like-minded 
individuals and the opportunity to share ideas. Through this suite of 
exhibitions, we have recognised that disciplines become regularly 
crossed, or at least informed by other practices; the moniker of 
‘multi-disciplinary designer’ has become a profession in its own right, 
as in the case of Raphael Kilpatrick.  A good education in art, design, 
and architecture provides a versatile set of conceptual and technical 
skills to enable this. This cross-fertilisation does not dilute the integrity 
of the various disciplines and practices; conversely, it enables us to 
continually push the parameters beyond the conventional constraints of 
disciplinary and artistic boundaries. 

Our graduates are pursuing valuable research through their art and 
design practices, in polemical as well as commercial works.  Tiarma 
Siriat and Ricarda Bigolin take on the fashion industry – a woman’s 
quest for beauty and the folly of haute couture and branding, 
respectively. They do this from within the discipline, through design, 
in the production of garments that are presented through fashion 
parades, photography and installation.  Suriawati Qiu and Jindee Chua’s 
extensive research in local culture and craft techniques in Bali and 
abroad are manifest in the production of contemporary materials for 
the design industry. Photographer Andrew Tetzlaff’s and ceramicist 
Mon-Xi Wu’s work are simultaneous essays on their respective media 
as well as their subject matter. There is a material presence in much of 
the work – the design research becomes explicit. The process of making 
in Tate Anson’s Stretched Timber series experiments with the inherent 
properties of wood in addition to producing elegant commercial 

products. In the architect-trained Johan Hermijanto’s experimentations 
with plastics, the process of making is inextricably linked with the 
product; both the bangle and the means of production are designed 
and produced. 

Ultimately, the mark of a robust culture lies in its aspirations. The 
projects of recently graduated landscape architects Benjamin 
Kronenberg and Carl Hong take on big territories and ideas – 
typhoons, earthquakes and post-industrial wastelands – with a social 
consciousness.  A potentially modest annex to the Art Gallery of 
Ballarat by Suzannah Waldron manages to reconcile a complex history 
and urban condition to produce an award-winning contemporary 
building that revitalises the city. The small architectural projects being 
produced by our international alumni who have selected to remain 
in Melbourne are no less ambitious than the large-scale buildings 
and cities produced by their colleagues who have returned home to 
burgeoning Asian cities. Most poignantly I quote Jay Raju Philip who 
plans to “draw on his education, exposure and experience” to lead 
to “greater achievements in the challenging and volatile economic 
environment” that he has discovered on his return to India. DesignLife 
has been ‘designed’ to support Jay in his endeavours, and we will 
celebrate his accomplishments along the way. I give my heartfelt thanks 
to our alumni who have helped to build and continue to contribute to 
this culture.

Professor Sand Helsel
Deputy Dean International, 
School of Architecture and Design, RMIT University
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THE CONCRETE HOUSE
Maribyrnong, Australia

This house is an exercise in experimentation with just two materials; 
concrete and glass. Driven by a desire to both simplify and refine 
construction processes and material quality the dwelling pursues its 
potential with rigor and intent. The three storey dwelling embraces the 
opportunity of its site turning itself ‘upside down’ with the bedrooms 
and service spaces on the lower floors rising to a spectacular open 
living space under the retractable glass ‘roof’ with panoramic views and 
a glass fronted rooftop pool. The application of commercial building 
systems defines the conception of this house and pushes the ability of 
its panelised insulated concrete walls to provide a thermally consistent 
space of great clarity. The relentless focus on material has revealed a 
collection of spaces that shift and change throughout the day due to 
carefully orchestrated and accidental movement of light that activates 
and warms the firmness of the concrete walls. The details are reductive 
and parsimonious and it is from this simplicity that the patina of the 
concrete surface emerges. The soaring staircase and dark theatre space 
demonstrate perfect contrast in the manipulation of material within a 
clean rectilinear form. The floor, walls and ceilings containing the brutal 
materials that have been transformed through a labour of love.

For the past five years, Shazana Adnan has been working for fellow RMIT alumni, Feras Raffoul, 
the director of FGR Architects. Throughout this time, not only has she developed  her skills as 
an architect, she has also branched out her interests in other disciplines; interior, landscape 
design, furniture design, lighting design, construction technology and also fashion. Shazana 
has worked on various types of residential and commercial projects ranging from low-rise to 
high-rise buildings.  Recently, The Concrete House has been shortlisted in a national house 
award competition. This house has also won three awards from SPASA Victoria for its swimming 
pool design. She is now a registered architect in Victoria, Australia and currently working on a 
residential project for a high-profile client in Melbourne. 

shazana adnan
architectmalaysia/australia

architecture  2008



STRETCHED TIMBER

In his final year of Industrial Design at RMIT Melbourne, Tate Anson 
developed a technique to stretch solid timber into new and innovative 
forms, taking a long used material into new territory. With a passion 
for material exploration and traditional craftsmanship, Tate utilised the 
conveniences of modern machining technologies and traditional wood 
working techniques, merging the best of both new and old 
manufacturing processes. Utilising the precision and efficiency of 
Water Jet Cutting, intricate patterns are cut into solid European Beech 
timber. A traditional technique, steam bending, is then employed to 
stretch, curve and warp the solid timber component into the desired 
form. The Tryst stool, Solaris clock and Rapt pendant lights showcase 
the ‘stretched’ timber manipulation technique in various forms and 
applications, providing not only an elegant and intriguing aesthetic, but 
also, in the case of the Tryst stool a strong primary structure capable of 
supporting considerable weight. The technique allows a small amount 
of solid timber to be used to maximum potential, literally making more, 
from less.

Tate Anson is a Melbourne Industrial Designer with a passion for furniture design and 
production. Driven by an admiration for traditional craftsmanship, Tate merges traditional 
practices with the conveniences of modern machining to explore and develop his innovative 
range of furniture.Tate rarely starts with a form in mind, as the manipulation of a material 
and exploring the techniques of manufacture and production provide the catalyst for his 
unique designs. Tate has received a number of national awards for his work and has exhibited 
internationally in Milan, with Melbourne Movement at the iSalone Satellite as part of the 
Milan International Furniture Fair, in London at the Habitat Gallery Platform as part of the 
London Design Festival and in the Paris Museum of Modern Art, selected by the French design 
association the VIA (Valorisation of Innovations in Furnishing). He was also featured in the 
Elle Decoration Magazine celebration of their twenty-fifth anniversary, in which twenty-five 
designers from around the world, represented their countries in the ‘Design Tour’ event that 
was exhibited at numerous museums around France in 2012.

tate anson
industrial design

australia

industrial design  2007



DOLCI & KABANA 
#thathautecouturefeeling

For most of us, haute couture - the high¬est of high fashion - remains 
a myth-like concept, so removed from reality that it becomes a vague 
feeling of desire, an out-of-reach constructed image of fashion. Coupled 
with this is our reality of luxury fashion houses experienced through 
their diffusion lines: the less expensive branded t-shirt or treasured 
packaging. This famil¬iar (fashion) tension of longing for the one whilst 
living with the many, the high and the low, the ‘haute’ and the diffused 
is the sub¬ject of this project. A series of ‘haute merchandise’ produce 
explores the values and qualities of high fashion diffusion pieces. 
These respond to the reality that these diffusion lines are usually the 
most accessible part of fashion and are ultimately often of ordinary 
quality and construction. These series infuses ‘bad quality’ with luxury 
production techniques and executions. Installed in an exhibition, the 
project uses clothing, poetry, video, installation and performance to 
further appropriate the language of a fashion brand and to consider the 
strategies of high fashion branding.  

Ricarda Bigolin is a designer and lecturer currently undertaking a research fellowship in 
the Fashion Program at RMIT University. Her practice is concerned with the allusive and 
aspirational qualities of high fashion. Representations of ‘highness’ and ‘lowness’ as well 
related conditions of desire, artifice, love and loss are explored in key projects. A continual 
investigation and critique of the strategies of fashion branding is expressed notably in ‘Dolci 
& Kabana’, with curator Nella Themelios. Fashion realities and diffusion are focused in ‘Aftrs’; 
operating continually in a state of ‘high/low’ collaboration, exploring ideals for beautifully ‘bad’ 
production and the perceived qualities of luxury fashion products in series of editions. Both 
relate to Bigolin’s research practice, exploring critical and expanded approaches to fashion 
practice in what she refers to as ‘ficto-commercial’ derived from her PhD project. Writing is 
used as process and outcome; such as tragic love poems as branding gestures, screenplays 
to deliberate the divisions and confusion of dress codes, and scripts that reveal the guilty 
pleasures and construction of cliché fashion languages.

ricarda bigolin
fashion designer

australia

doctor of philosophy  2012



PAVILION OF ART AND PAVILION OF SCIENCE
The Eighth China Flora Expo, Wujin, China

Located on West Tai-hu Lake, the design for the Eighth Chinese Flower 
Expo pavilions drew upon the natural geographical features of the 
area and the use of ecological building design principles to improve 
the relationship between art, architecture and the environment 
while promoting sustainability and the natural ecology. The design 
of the two related pavilions incorporated an expanse of sweeping, 
curvilinear forms. The pavilions operate as twinned, but separate 
sites, following similar formal expressions, but different planning and 
accommodation arrangements. The Art Exhibition Pavilion is more 
enclosed and intimately focused, with smaller displays and objects for 
viewing and study. The Science Exhibition Pavilion displays projected 
films and animations, relying on larger, audience interactive forums and 
spaces. The petal-like composition of the project responds visually and 
tectonically to its environment to create a distinct and powerful sense 
of place as well as a breathtaking backdrop for the displays.

Chris Yiu-hang Chan is a registered architect in Australia. Having graduated from RMIT 
University in 2006, his thesis was exhibited in Hong Kong & Shenzhen Bi-City Biennale of 
Urbanism/Architecture 2008. He was also recognised as one of Australia’s Top 40 Design 
Graduates by Monument magazine in 2005. Subsequently he worked for LAB Architecture 
Studio in Melbourne and became one of the lead architects in the studio. Currently practicing 
in Hong Kong, his practice embraces experimental exercises and cross-disciplinary investigations 
in order to generate new approaches to architecture. Issues such as morphology, socio-culture 
and sustainability are investigated and experimented with in order to re-define the conceptual 
and the contemporary framework of urban and architectural design. This think-tank approach 
delves deeply into socio-economics, culture and identity, exploring new prototypes and 
approaches for the future, while simultaneously engaging in the factual domain.

chris
architect

hong kong

architecture  2006

yiu-hang chan 



MELBOURNE 2006 QUEEN’S BATON
 
The Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games Queen’s Baton contained 
technology that allowed it to interact with local and remote audiences. 
Tracking technology enabled information such as the runners, name, 
image, location, motion speed and direction, to be transferred direct 
from the baton to the Games website via satellite. The baton tracker 
used accelerometers and GPS technology to pinpoint the exact 
location of the baton at any time. It had two cameras facing forward 
and backwards in the baton which allowed the transmission of video 
footage to the internet. The baton has a distinctively modern look, with 
the tension and form of its slender frame reminiscent of an athlete’s 
body. The tip of the baton is twenty-four carat gold plated, which 
symbolises the gold rush and brings a sense of light and elegance. 
The body of the baton is a deep, vivid green - a shade which features 
frequently in Melbourne’s many parks and gardens. It was machined 
from solid magnesium. Symbolic of the gathering of the nations theme, 
seventy-one lights on the front of the baton represent the seventy-one 
nations of the Commonwealth that the Queen’s Baton visited on its 
journey to the Games. Its arrival marked the opening of the Games. 

Paul Charlwood established his versatile industrial design consultancy Charlwood Design 
in 1993, and has since developed a reputation among clients and peers for his innovative, 
simple yet elegant design solutions for consumer, medical and capital applications. The 
consultancy has collected a raft of design prizes and accolades, among them multiple 
Premiers Design Awards, ‘Gold’ at NeoCon, and a Good Design Award from the Chicago 
Athenaeum, as well as being admitted to the Australian Manufacturing Hall of Fame. Paul 
is a past State President of the Design Institute of Australia, where he co-authored the DIA 
education policy and contributes to policy and strategy for industry and government. In 2007, 
he founded ‘The Melbourne Design Guide’, a 350 page book on local design culture followed 
by the Sydney edition and ‘The Berlin Design Guide’. 

paul charlwood
industrial designer

australia

industrial design  1985



MY BROOKLYN SERIES

The painting project ‘My Brooklyn Series’ consists of six paintings 
which are subtitled as ‘Ten Years’ Distance’, ‘The Heart of Darkness’ 
and ‘The Feel of Heartbeats’. The project reflects my experience of 
re-visiting Brooklyn, New York, a place where I studied my Masters ten 
years ago. Through the use of different maps including Google Maps, 
free hand drawn maps by a Brooklyn based artist friend and electro-
cardiograms, I created images revealing my new understanding of the 
city, Brooklyn and what I have learned through these years. This work is 
a commemoration of my days in Brooklyn.

Shiau-Peng Chen studied art at Taipei National University of the Arts (Taipei), Pratt Institute 
(New York), Victorian College of the Arts (Melbourne), and RMIT University (Melbourne). 
She has held solo exhibitions in Taipei Fine Arts Museum (Taipei), Apartment (Melbourne), 
SNO Contemporary Art Projects (Sydney) and IT Park (Taipei), and has participated in artist-in-
residence programs in Taipei Artist Village (Taipei), 18th Arts Center (Los Angeles), Glenfiddich 
Distillery (Dufftown) and Anderson Ranch Arts Center (Colorado). She is currently Assistant 
Professor in the Department of Fine Arts at the National Taiwan University of Arts in Taipei, 
Taiwan.

shiau-peng chen
artist

taiwan

doctor of fine art  2009



EVENGLIDE SHOWROOM
Blackburn, Australia

The brief for this project revolved around the visual transformation of 
an existing building in an effort to attract greater attention to the new 
business housed within. The notion of movement around the building 
was the key generator for this new exterior. With this in mind, a façade 
was developed, which is static yet highly transformative depending 
on the position of the viewer. Utilising timber battens, which are 
painted on their side faces, the building transforms its colour tone as 
pedestrians move around it. The envelope, although static, appears to 
shift from timber to a coloured surface as one circles the building.  The 
interior fit out of the showroom interrogates the contrast between new 
and old, warm and cold. The design retains and draws on the existing 
brick wall and concrete floor while introducing two horizontal planes 
of timber as floor and ceiling, alongside the black foreign body of the 
stair. The colour of the external timber battens bleeds through into the 
internal space creating a conditioned link between inside and outside.

Bo Chu graduated from RMIT University Melbourne, with a Distinction in the Master 
of Architecture program in 2010 and has since worked on projects in Australia and 
internationally, both freelancing and for established firms. In 2012, he started working with 
the Australian practice, Room11 Studio. At Room11, he has worked on a variety projects, 
across a wide range of scales and typologies, such as dwellings, apartments and office 
fit-outs. Working through these projects, he has gained considerable experience and has had 
the opportunity to take on more responsibility within the firm. With this level of experience 
across multiple stages of various projects, Bo has developed a sharper and more nuanced 
understanding of what he loves about architecture and what it takes to turn an abstract 
concept into built reality. He is always interested in how the extended context of a project; 
the site, surroundings, culture and history of both the locality and the client can influence the 
design. He is constantly exploring new ways to interrogate his own design language and how 
it could be reflected in further projects.

bo chu
architect 

china/australia

architecture  2010



SEA BAMBOO

Other than shells and animal teeth, coral was one of the earliest jewelry 
materials enjoyed by our species. Neolithic amulets in red coral found 
in digs in Switzerland date back to 8000 BCE. Virtually every civilization 
since then, which either lived in proximity to warm shallow seas, or 
had developed trade routes to such, has made enthusiastic use of this 
material.

Commonly used as jewelry materials, Sea Bamboo has an interesting 
structure that explains its name. The coral skeletons consist of stretches 
of branch-like, stony calcium carbonate material, interspersed with 
joint-like regions of gorgonin protein. The natural color is creamy white 
with brown or black. Sometimes the harder sections are cut out and 
dyed to make small beads or cabs, while in other cases larger pieces are 
used which incorporate both regions and retain the banded patterning. 
Its modern yet warm sophisticated look features the natural striking 
grains of the coral material. Cush Cush’s Sea Bamboo crafted surfaces 
collection has been used at the spa and wellness centre of The Chedi 
Andermatt, Switzerland, The Regent Bali Resort, Indonesia and The 
Vaamika Island Resort, India.

Jindee Chua and Suriawati Qiu started Cush.Cush in 2002 with the idea of making unique 
things with unique materials. Having worked in design based architectural and design firms 
in Australia, Singapore and Malaysia, they moved to Bali to start their journey of learning and 
exploring a variety of traditional crafts, techniques and the abundance of indigenous natural 
materials in order to create things that are close to their hearts. The wide variety of unique 
and rare inlay surface materials are their most precious “material palate”, which they offer 
exclusively to designers and clients for perusal when putting together a customized piece for 
a specific project. They specialise in custom making feature items and crafted finishes to suit 
specific interior and material schemes for hospitality projects. 

jindee chua
interior objects/crafted surfaces

bali

architecture  1999



BLUE CAVE, WHITE NEST
Melbourne, Australia

In our increasingly technological world, our focus is increasingly 
concerned with the virtual. The very physicality of architecture provides 
a stabilising anchor to the virtual realm. The design of the ‘Blue Cave, 
White Nest’ project seeks to express this idea of modern living. The 
project uses a small brief, adds two bedrooms with en-suite to an 
existing volume to create a space that provides a spiritual anchoring 
for a family that had become dislocated after many years of living in a 
number of cities around the world. Ideas of permanence and anchoring 
became important factors in the design. The design response was 
to create two new elements that anchor the apartment and whose 
shaping derives from curvilinear, landscape-inspired forms as an inverse 
to the rigid, rectilinear volume of the original apartment.  

Since graduation Charles Dewanto has been actively ‘architecturing’ between Australia and 
Indonesia. In Melbourne, Australia, he works for boutique architecture studio: ‘Katsieris 
Origami’ under the mentorship of distinguished Melbourne architect, Paul Katsieris. For the 
past three years, Charles has been involved with all the studio’s projects ranging from urban 
design, multi-residential apartments, commercial buildings through to interior renovations.

In 2013 Charles taught RMIT Master of Architecture students through his ‘Future Ubud’ 
design studio. This design studio was a collaboration between Indonesian architect, Popo 
Danes and Martyn Hook, architect and Dean at RMIT School of Media and Communication. 
The highlight of this studio was a one week travelling workshop to Bali, Indonesia. In Bali, his 
students developed and collaborated with other local and international architecture students, 
as well as local communities in Bali. Charles believes this cultural grounding between Australia 
and Indonesia is an important trajectory towards his future career.

charles dewanto
architect 

indonesia/australia

architecture  2009



CIRRUS

Cirrus is an installation formed by thousands of hand folded origami 
chatterboxes. It works within the parameters of a modulated surface, 
where suspension allows the piece to stretch and interact with different 
intensities of light. The construction was designed as a suspended 
ceiling where the aim was to create a structure made from a repeated 
form which would dissipate from view when standing as a finished 
object. Since its conception Cirrus has been suspended in numerous 
locations around Melbourne, each application has challenged it to 
perform in a different interior environment and in doing so it has 
proved it’s adaptability to accompany any space. Cirrus is made from 
Tyvek sheet, high-density polyethylene fibres spun together to create a 
beautiful and strong material. The softness of the material enables the 
surfaces form to be manipulated by the nature of its suspension. Light 
filters gently through the matted opacity of the sheets illuminating the 
depth and density of the surface.

Christina Fogale graduated from RMIT University Interior Design in 2010. Her major 
project work led her to winning the DIA Australasian Student Design Award in 2010 and a 
Melbourne Design Award in 2011.  She was also part of a team of designers who won the 
Best Exhibition Stand at DesignEX 2011. Since graduating Christina formed ‘Practice Makes’, 
an interdisciplinary collaboration with landscape architect Jonathon Kaitler. Coming from 
different disciplines, their knowledge base and skill set is both broad and complimentary. 
Their practice is experimental and typified by their youthful enthusiasm. Practice Makes is 
founded upon material and process research through design. Their work is built upon on one 
to one testing, which continually widens and informs their knowledge and understanding 
of their work. At the core of the practice is a desire to make things; both large and small, 
permanent and temporary. In addition to her own studio-based practice, Christina is currently 
a graduate designer with the Red Design Group in Melbourne.

christina fogale
interior design

australia

interior design  2010



L’ABATTOIR de PLASTIQUE 

This collection of geometric bangles explores the translation of an idea 
to a final product. As a project, it embodies the idea of consolidating 
the production process by directly rendering the design intent to a 
finished product with minimal dilution of the original concept, through 
the use of 3d printing. The bangles are designed to work within the 
constraints of the machine and the final product retains within its 
tactile surface, the memory of the manufacturing technique. The 
five bangles feature unique surface patterns that are generated by 
triangulating the same base skeletal structure in various ways.

L’ABATTOIR de PLASTIQUE is a micro design manufacturing company based in Melbourne, 
Australia. The practice is concerned with the intersection between technology and design, 
exploring possibilities of this union to elevate and create value to an otherwise disposable 
material – plastic.

johan hermijanto
product designer

indonesia/australia

architecture  2008



NEW HOME

“Space is transformed into place as it acquires definition and meaning.”  
Yi-Fu Tuan

The photographs in the series titled ‘New Home’, could be seen 
as a sequel to the ‘Home’ series. The ‘Home’ series started as a 
photographic investigation into the close relationship between space 
and place, particularly in the context of what constitutes home. The 
images explored the spaces in an apartment while it underwent 
significant renovations. While the coloured photographs may appear 
to be desolate and empty, they continued to expose personal, 
intimate experiences and memories. The black and white ‘New Home’ 
photographs, show the apartment post renovation with all the personal 
objects and decorative items beautifully considered and placed as 
though ready to enter a high end interior design magazine. ‘Home’ 
is represented in both sets of photographs despite their apparent 
differences. Uncannily, both series seem to pose the same enquiry: how 
space and place oscillate between being and becoming in the context of 
the inhabited and the abandoned.

Daphne Alexis Ho uses photography as her medium to enquire into the complexity of 
relationships between space and place. She organises visual elements into spatial-temporal 
structures through photographs, appreciating that sometimes when places become habitual, 
we become blind to them. Influenced by Yi-Fu Tuan and Henri Bergson, Daphne believes 
that through her intervention and the re-configuration of space, she fuses fact and fiction; 
information and imagination. In her works, Daphne questions the space of the image and image 
of space. She creates tension between perception and construction, letting the eye and mind 
rival one another to ultimately create memories of a place that we may not know.

daphne alexis ho
photographer

hong kong

master of fine art  2013



THE SECOND LAW
Latrobe Valley, Australia

The project proposes the implementation of a time frame, through 
which the site evolves and is mediated for future growth. These stages 
involve the participation and expertise of local miners and the machines 
they use on site. The future growth of the La Trobe Valley takes into 
account the rethinking of the amount of carbon emissions released and 
employs means of reduction. Transforming the Valley into an Eco-Hub, 
through considering renewable energies such as wind turbines, carbon 
capture devices, indigenous plantations and the reduction of carbon 
emitted as the main contributing drivers. By promoting diversity and 
expansion of local industry and economies within the Latrobe Valley 
the aim of the project was to create a region that depends on a varied 
amount of mini-industries to fund regional growth. Creating smaller 
networks that function at small scales is vital to this, turning local 
produce into local food, local timber from local plantations and so forth. 
Tourism also has the potential to bring in substantial funding due to the 
close proximity of the Melbourne Metro Area.

Born in Suwon, South Korea, Carl Hong is currently working at Ver-TEX Studio. At RMIT he 
received the Jim Sinatra International Student Scholarship twice, was a member of Golden 
Key RMIT and won a student prize in the international design competition ‘Transiting 
Cities.’ His exploration is based on emergence in landscape and architecture which opens 
new territory and spaces of freedom. In the future, Carl dreams to translate the evolution 
of landscape architecture into a new dimension, projecting it through multimedia and 
combining elements of architecture, cinematography and landscape to find new territory.

carl hong
landscape architect

south korea

landscape architecture  2012



FLOORNESS
Sydney, Australia

Floorness was a project for Object: Australian Design Centre located 
in Sydney. The invitation was to design a temporary event space to be 
inhabited by sixty people during a broad range of events from July – 
October, 2013. The project explored what a floor could be, through an 
analysis of the qualities of the existing parquetry: its flatness, rigidness 
and fixedness. This process deliberately worked with loose descriptions 
of things, referring to them as having a ‘ness’. This allowed their 
qualities to flow. Through this process the floor plane became raised 
and rolled as tubular modules re-made the hatched units of the existing 
parquetry floor. The loosening of the units from their fixed grid enabled 
them to be arranged and re-arranged to accommodate the diverse 
spatial requirements. Rubber underlay resolved itself as a finish surface, 
resonating with the patterning of the existing finish floor through a 
shift in materiality and orientation. Visitors sat their way through space, 
perching and lounging across the gallery floor. 

Sarah Jamieson Projects is a spatial design practice working across interior design, installation 
and communication.Sarah’s education in Interior Design at RMIT University, Installation at 
UNSW and graphic design informs a trans-disciplinary practice that traverses across mediums, 
transforming spatial conditions.Sarah has worked on spatial projects in the United States, 
Europe, UK, Asia and Australia. She has lead workshops at various institutions and currently 
teaches in the Interior Spatial Design program at UTS and Interior Architecture at UNSW. 
Her work has recently been exhibited with Kaldor Art Projects, Gwangju Biennial, Prague 
Quadrennial and Shanghai Biennale.

sarah jamieson
spatial designer

australia

interior design  2010



HIDDEN PASSAGE

The goal of my art work is to integrate the reciprocal action of a 
spiritual life based on faith with the natural sciences and humanities. 
The work stands in opposition to the contemporary phenomena of 
civilisation, whose high technological simulation confuses the line 
between reality and virtual reality. Through my art I inquire into the 
hidden truth of the matter, by exploring the relationships between 
natural phenomena and the human condition. My work is inspired by 
both physics and psyche and pursues the substantiality of transcending 
time and space through a ‘hidden passage’. I am interested in 
the dynamic space interacting between matter and spirit, human and 
nature, life and God. In addressing these thoughts I have developed 
a form that implies the culture of human life, a passage between an 
invisible, intangible metaphoric world and a visible, organic tangible 
world. This passage is embodied in the winding organic image, a 
mingling of viscera and particulate matter. Through the movement of 
delicate lines and circulation of incessant waves, I seek to express 
multi-dimensional space within mixed images, such as biological forms 
and physicochemical oscillating particles.

Seong-kyoo Jeon has completed a Bachelor and Masters of Fine Art at Seoul National 
University, Korea and a Doctor of Fine Art at RMIT University. He has held solo exhibitions in 
galleries around the world including the Art & Culture Center and Lexus gallery (Seoul. Korea), 
Canadian Fine Art Gallery and DeLeon White Gallery (Toronto, Canada), CJ Gallery (San Diego, 
USA) and Span Gallery (Melbourne, Australia) and been in group exhibitions in Korea, Germany, 
Japan, China, USA and Australia. He is currently a Professor in the Department of Arts, Mokpo 
National University, Jeonnam, South Korea.

seong kyoo jeon
artist

south korea

doctor of fine art  2002



THE PIRATE RADIO TOWER

Constructed in the spirit of its buccaneer namesake by looting and 
pilfering local scrap yards, a forty foot shipping container was placed on 
end and transformed into a temporary tower. Hidden behind its ‘razzle 
dazzle’ camouflage is an internal ladder climbing four storeys to the 
control room and transmission spire at its top.

For three months the tower broadcast ‘pirate’ radio into Melbourne’s 
Central Business District featuring commentary on art and design, music 
and journalism. The tower is the result of months of collaboration 
between American artist and architect, Adam Kalkin, The Ian Potter 
Museum of Art and a team of media, music, design and art students 
from the Victoria College of Arts and RMIT University.

Raphael Kilpatrick is a dedicated and creative individual who likes to think of himself as being 
multi-disciplined and sees his approach to design as a mad hunger for new skills and the 
acquisition of experiences. This outlook has allowed him to go from studying Interior Design 
at RMIT into film production, graphic design, art direction for publishing, travel photography, 
building construction, interiors, teaching and video production. He enjoys working with his 
hands and at a grassroots level to achieve big things. The Pirate Radio Tower is testament to 
an inspired group of people working collaboratively in this way.

raphael kilpatrick
multi-disciplinary designer

australia

interior design  2010



SK NETWORKS

The building design was proposed by Unsangdong Architects with the 
Interior Design being envisaged by Ver-TEX Design & Partners. The 
multifunctional complex comprised living services, a fitness center and 
cafeteria, meeting rooms, seminar hall and commercial business spaces. 
In order to interact with users and to continue to develop the spatial 
concepts and functions throughout the building, the project employed 
the idea of ‘the insert’, ‘the fold’ and ‘the weave’, to create a unique 
identity for SK throughout the spaces. A ‘gold level’ LEED (Leadership in 
Energy and Environmental Design) rating for sustainability can be seen 
in the light fittings, air quality and the environmental friendly carpets, 
paints and finishes that were selected. The project was the firms 
biggest BIM (Building Information Management) project to date, 
incorporating the use of AutoCAD, 3Ds Max, Navisworks Simulate and 
REVIT 2013 to realise the design.  

Ver-TEX Design Studio was founded by Taek Soo Kim in 2003 and has become one of Korea’s 
outstanding design-oriented architecture firms, providing architecture and interior design 
services for clients from a variety of different fields. The firm is led by two principals and 
consists of eight architectural and interior design based staff members. Ver-TEX Design Studio’s 
diverse portfolio comprises commercial, residential, academic, and mixed-use architectural and 
interior design projects, located in the Seoul metropolitan area as well as in the other major 
cities in Korea.

taek soo kim
interior architect

south korea

interior design  1999



TOPOGRAPHY OF TOPOGRAPHY

This project tackled a number of approaches to design, through a 
central question about topography. Through the process of “making 
topographies” I first argued that topography or the ground is 
something that is material, made up of all the tangible contents of the 
Earth. Conceptually I then explored the cultural construction of the 
topographical milieu that we have invented to make spatial sense of the 
world and only becomes into being when we conceive of it. 

The word topography comes from the Greek words topos, (place) 
graphia, (writing).  This referred to writing about a place or places giving 
detailed description of places, completely removed from the contour 
of a contemporary topographical survey. Through drawing and model 
making the project explored the shift in form of representing places 
from the written word to the drawn vector.  

Louisa King is a sessional lecturer and PhD student within the Landscape Architecture program 
at RMIT University Melbourne. She is currently exploring through her PhD, how to practice 
landscape architecture within the anthropocene, with a consideration of the human as 
geomorphic agent. Louisa graduated from RMIT Masters of Landscape Architecture in 2010 
where she received several awards for her master dissertation, which explored topography, as 
means for establishing a field of interest for a future research. 

louisa king
landscape architect

australia

landscape architecture  2010



JUNGLE CONDOTEL
Bogor, Indonesia 

The brief was to create a habitat that compliments the nearby jungle-
themed family park. The design concept was largely suggested by the 
idea of large trees and woods, and therefore revolves around the basis 
of a tree structure. In general, a tree is divided into three parts, crown 
(foliage), body (trunk), and root. Considered as the core of life, the 
trunk consists of a number of layers which provides several important 
functions to the existence of a tree. The design concept perceives 
the rooms as part of the building’s body, where substance and other 
supporting facilities take place. The types of the rooms were inspired 
by the highly ordered arrangement of the tree cells and their sizes. The 
irregular pattern of the cells is then carried out to the walls, ceiling 
and some of the furniture to enhance a distinctive ambiance of a tree. 
The number of sharp edges within the design is limited and exploration 
was made more towards organic shape. These fluid patterns and round 
edged shapes are expanded to the public areas to ultimately build a 
dynamic atmosphere.

Since starting working as an interior designer in 2006, Meyliza Kotama has been fortunate to be 
able to take part in several types of projects, be it small or large scale. Having collaborated with 
talented architects and designers, she has been pushed throughout the years to be constantly 
creative and to always think outside the box. She is currently working on a fun theme park 
project which fulfils one of her passions in inter-disciplinary architectural design, lifestyle, 
commercial interiors, graphics and typography.

meyliza kotama
interior designer

indonesia

interior design  2005



FAULT LINE LIVING 
Strategies For Fluid Territories

The experience of environmental trauma is most often coupled with 
unexpected loss. Various proposals for the reduction of physical loss 
in townships that encounter the volatile environmental conditions 
of earthquakes and tsunamis remain uncertain in their reduction of 
such trauma. The continued reliance on obstructive strategies, such 
as wave walls and ‘buffer zones’, may also remain unresponsive to 
the conditions, relations and social micro-systems affiliated within 
these landscapes. Furthermore, they offer no alleviation towards the 
unexpected nature and an often implicit unawareness of imminent 
event. In response to this, the project ‘Fault Line Living’ engages 
with a strategy that accepts water inundation and non-solidity of 
territory around the water edge of tsunami-effected townships. 
Such an approach facilitates an exploration into new interpretations 
of ocean edge relationships, degrees of permanency in relation to 
infrastructures, urban conditions and land ownership for such regions.

Benjamin Kronenberg is engaged in a research based practice interested in fluid, transforming 
territories derived through environmental and social factors, including conflict displacement, 
political borders, floods and earthquakes. It involves a continuous testing of the ability of these 
territories and regions to shift and hold security of tenure for occupants, derived through a 
landscape architecture approach. This testing aims to contribute to an occupant’s personal 
coping mechanisms and helps position the strategic role of developing self-sufficiency on both 
broader township and regional scales.

landscape architect
australia

landscape archtecture  2012

benjamin
kronenberg



THE MUSEUM OF THE FUTURE PAST

The Museum of the Future Past maps the next twenty five years 
of personal and renewable energy in a delicate balance between a 
forecast and a road-map. The genesis of this project was a commission 
for the energy company Eon, to look into the future of self-generated 
energy. On the path to 2050, the museum illustrates four speculative 
social phenomena – Fans, Tribes, Radicals and Idlers. 

Fans are the instigators of personal energy creation, dedicated to their 
chosen field. When Fans come together they form powerful Tribes 
– people connected by shared interest. Radicals are individuals who 
oppose the mass; and Idlers are laggards who are last to adopt new 
ways of living. The objects in the museum originate from these fictional 
future groups. 

The archive holds many future stories to tell, along various threads of 
speculative ideas. A curator of the museum must choose which objects 
and stories which should be told. All the futures are possible, but which 
are probable? Which stories are profitable, and which are preferable? 
How will we choose the future and write history?

Ben Landau unwraps contemporary social, political, cultural, and technological discourses 
to reveal unknowns, and in doing so instigates awareness and change. In his critical 
practice, he uses narrative and performance to empathise and enact, often becoming 
immersed into a specific context or situation. Ben asks the audience to take part, often 
making choices within the work, leading to unexpected outcomes. In his breadth of 
practice, Ben has created play spaces as urban planning games, bowls cast on the domes 
of bald headed men, a protest musical, blankets woven with DNA data, and a newspaper 
speculating on futures of finance and trust.

ben landau
industrial designer

australia

industrial design  2008



PRIMA BALLERINA

Merging innovation with tradition, Prima Ballerina is a theatrical 
reworking of the iconic ‘ballerina’ lampshade. Drawing on the 
narrative of the nineteenth century shade to demonstrate the skill 
of the Rakumba craftswomen, Simone sought to recontextualise 
their traditional skill-set for a contemporary audience. Inspired by 
the Rakumba staff she set out to design lighting products to speak of 
Australia’s oldest lampshade manufacturer and the expertise and work 
histories of the wonderful people who work for the company.

Prima Ballerina is a superb example of pairing traditional knowledge 
and techniques with leading technology, combining the expertise of 
Rakumba’s craftswomen with the smarts of the product development 
team LeAmon and Rakumba have a achieved a completely new lighting 
product. Prima Ballerina is a grand lighting feature, standing over two 
metres, the scale demands the best of the Rakumba craftswomen. 
Having worked side-by-side for near to twenty years LeAmon loves the 
idea that they can combine their history together in the one shade.

A leading Australian artist and designer, Simone LeAmon’s protean inventiveness has been 
applied to a vast array of commercial and cultural production, including product design, 
site specific and interior design, jewellery, limited edition collectibles and design-artwork 
for exhibition. Appearing in galleries and showrooms around the world her projects explore 
the role of storytelling through process and material. In 2007 Simone was identified as one 
of the world’s most exciting designers (&fork, Phaidon Press UK). In 2009, Simone received 
The Cecily and Colin Rigg Contemporary Design Award (National Gallery of Victoria), one of 
the most coveted accolades in Australian design. LeAmon is the guest curator of Design for 
Melbourne Now, the National Gallery of Victoria’s major exhibition for 2013-14 and is an 
Adjunct Professor in the School of Architecture and Design at RMIT University.

simone leamon
artist/designer

melbourne,australia

master of design  2004



BEYOND INK: MODERNITY AND TRADITION

Through the use of landscape as a motif in my artwork, I am acutely 
aware of the rapidly changing landscape of Hong Kong as a result of 
modernization. My everyday experiences relate to a contemporary 
modern culture, reflected by the cityscape and technology of the 
modern city of Hong Kong. In most aspects of my daily life in this city, 
there is a constant reminder of this. On the other hand, the visible signs 
of traditional Hong Kong culture seem less obvious.

The project investigated aspects of the history and tradition of Chinese 
brush painting, specifically in landscape paintings from the Sung 
Dynasty onwards and drew from this rich field of knowledge to inform 
my artwork. Acknowledging the values within the tradition of brush 
painting as form, material and philosophy, the project questioned how 
modernity has impacted on these conventions. The research attempted 
to extend Chinese brush painting traditions and its conventions beyond 
material and display, utilizing both traditional and new forms, materials 
and installation strategies.

Danny Liu sees himself as a visual artist who is interested in realising a simple yet complicated 
form of art through an in-depth appreciation of Chinese ink paintings. Liu followed masters like 
Hung Hoi, Leung Kui Ting where he acquired the finest techniques and theories. He has attained 
a Diploma of Chinese painting at HKUSPACE (2008), an Art Specialist Course in ink painting at 
HKVAC (2009), a Diploma of Visual Art Education at Renmin University of China, Beijing (2010) 
and a Master of Fine Art at RMIT (2013). Liu is determined to embark on a journey of exploring 
his aesthetics and concepts beyond ink, materials and tools in his pursuit of “Where’s the 
Mountain?” – a theme he has shared passionately on Hong Kong’s RTHK’s television program 
(March 2013). Liu has given Chinese painting workshops to Syracuse University students at City 
University, HK since 2008, while also giving private and individual art workshops.

danny liu
visual artist

hong kong

master of fine art  2013



COMMONHOUSE
Jakarta Selantan, Indonesia

Commonhouse is a renovation project located in Jl Panglima Polim, 
a prominent area for youth in the bustling southern part of Jakarta. 
Unlike many other single program buildings surrounding the area, it 
consists of three different programs within a single building volume. 
There is a restaurant, retail spaces as well as a temporary gallery inside 
the building. The place is intended to be a hub for the growing local 
retailer and entrepeneur as well as a cultural hub for the youth living 
around the area.

The three different programs provide a challenge to the 
existing structure. A void is created in the centre of the space, 
connecting the two levels. The void serves as a public space, providing 
extensions to each of the programs while at the same time allowing 
natural light to penetrate inside the volume. The restaurant, retail 
spaces and the temporary gallery are framed with certain enclosures 
and materials to create the idea of enclosed volumes within an internal 
space. The green facade provides a fresh addition to the bustling street.

Felandro Madjid graduated with a Masters of Architecture degree in 2008. Due to the 
economic boom in Indonesia  at that time, he decided to return to Indonesia. He spent the 
next two years working in Andra Matin Architects, a prominent Indonesian architect, as a junior 
architect. In this time he managed to complete several built projects as well as an exhibition 
in The Rotterdam Architecture Biennale. In 2011, he decided to leave the firm to set up MINT 
with three other partners. The practice has now been running for three years with projects 
ranging from small houses, retail, schools and hotels in Jakarta and Bali. He is also still active in 
several discussions with Jongarsitek!, a group of young Indonesian architects.

felandro madjid
architect

indonesia

master of architecture  2008



FORM AND EMPTINESS

Yuria Okamura explores the duality and the unity of physical and 
metaphysical worlds. She makes an inquiry into the nature of our 
existence in both physical and metaphysical terms, through researching 
animist beliefs, religion, spirituality and science. Historically, naturalistic 
representation has generally been used to depict the physical 
world, whilst abstraction originated from a desire to represent the 
metaphysical. In her work, Yuria incorporates representational elements 
inspired by folktales, animal totems, religious architecture, landscapes 
and scientific illustrations, together with abstract elements inspired by 
scientific diagrams, geometric patterns and geometric abstraction. By 
combining both modes of representation in the visual, she aims to 
explore the notion that the physical and the metaphysical worlds are 
complementary, and we exist within this binary opposition.

Yuria Okamura is a Japanese artist based in Melbourne, Australia. She has received a number of 
awards and scholarships, including RMIT Siemens Fine Art Scholarship, RMIT Honours Travelling 
Endowment Scholarship, Lloyd Rees Memorial Youth Art Award, and Facetnate Visual Art 
Grant, as well as being selected as a finalist for art awards such as Hazelhurst Works on Paper 
Award and Calleen Art Award. Yuria’s artwork was recently featured in the 12th issue of Fukt : 
a magazine for contemporary drawing based in Berlin. She has been showing her work in solo 
and group exhibitions both nationally and internationally, including Kunstraum Tapir (Berlin, 
Germany), Broadway Gallery (NYC, USA), John Buckley Gallery (Melbourne), Langford 120 
(Melbourne), Seventh Gallery (Melbourne), Japan Foundation Gallery (Sydney), and Mølla På 
Grim (Kristiansand, Norway).

yuria okamura
artist

japan/melbourne

bachelor of fine art  2010



FAITH’S BIKE

To complete the customisation of Faith’s renovated bicycle the brief 
was to design and recover the original saddle and to design and make 
complimentary leather mudguard flaps and handlebar grips. Using 
a combination of kangaroo and bovine leather, the work utilises a 
range of leather working techniques Peel has developed over several 
years within his Busyman Bicycles practice. Everything is done by hand 
including graphics, patterns, perforations, stitching and moulding. To 
introduce contrast colour to the pieces the design has been perforated 
into the natural vegetable tanned kangaroo skin with a series of varied 
sized holes and backed with red and blue leathers which also adds 
further dimension and definition to the surface.

Michael Peel established Busyman Bicycles in 2008 to deal with bespoke, handcrafted 
leatherwork specifically for bicycles and cyclists. All works are custom made to order in the 
tradition of a bespoke practice. On the bicycle, Peel’s leatherwork usually deals with the three 
points of bodily contact; the saddle, handlebars and pedals. From time to time he takes on 
other projects related to cycling such as tailored cycling garments, leather bags and other 
stowage devices. In this practice Peel borrows and extends techniques and principles from his 
parallel practice and background in fashion design. Peel also teaches in fashion design where he 
introduces his fascination for bicycles and cycling into his design studios. Notions of movement 
and mobility in clothing with a particular focus on tailored garments have become a central 
theme to many of his studio projects.

michael peel
fashion designer/leatherworker

australia

master of art (fashion)  1996



ZEPHYR
Kharadi, Pune, India

By breaking away from the typical Indian house planning, the Zephyr 
apartment building offers the inhabitants a chance to enjoy a ‘larger 
than life’ feeling in a developing class of living. All the apartments 
maintain their privacy from each other and are equipped with home 
automation and plunge pools on the terraces.

The layout of the design focuses on inward planning in which the flats 
face onto courtyards which feature pools, walkways and landscape. 
The complex has a sloping site and ideally the building and the parking 
should have been planned along the same line. However, as the project 
developed, the growing demand for parking led to the development of 
a series of podiums that incorporated garages below and landscape on 
top.  

Jay Raju Philip is currently practicing architecture in India in the states of Maharashtra and 
Karnataka, operating branches for Dwp Interics within the Asia sector. Dwp Interics, was 
started by his father and upon joining the firm in India, he was given the role of a team leader. 
People’s expectations were immense and challenging. India is currently in the midst of massive 
development opportunities in every field of the architectural spectrum, be it residential, 
commercial, retail or transportation. One project can snowball into similar projects all across 
the country. Jay’s role as lead architect has involved learning to adapt to local customs and 
building codes, which vary from state to state within India, and dealing with unscrupulous 
developers and corrupt officials while maintaining a personal design sensibility. Drawing from 
his education, exposure and experience, Jay hopes to lead the firm to greater achievements in a 
challenging and volatile economic environment. 

jay raju philip
architect

india

architecture  2010



MUGUNGHWA

Mugunghwa is the national flower of Korea, and the inspiration for the 
custom art screen designed by Ines Gerlach for The Lotte Hotel in Seoul; 
Korea’s award winning Mugunghwa fine dining Korean Restaurant. The 
design of the Mugunghwa incorporates three carefully chosen mother 
of pearl shell surfaces (white and pink mother of pearl and lila pearly 
mussel shell) to create a beautiful abstract of the Korean national 
flower. The design gives the overall screen a sense of refined depth 
and pure luxury which is uniquely Mugunghwa. There is a total fifty-
two pieces of the abstract Mugunghwa, made with ten different size 
variations and two different color variations to form two sets of screens.

Suriawati Qiu and Jindee Chua started Cush.Cush in 2002 with the idea of making unique things 
withunique materials. Having worked in design based architectural and design firms in Australia, 
Singapore and Malaysia, they moved to Bali to start their journey of learning and exploring 
a variety of traditional crafts, techniques and the abundance of indigenous natural materials 
in order to create things that are close to their hearts. The wide variety of unique and rare 
inlay surface materials are their most precious ‘material palate’, which they offer exclusively 
to designers and clients for perusal when putting together a customised piece for a specific 
project. They specialise in custom making feature items and crafted finishes to suit specific 
interior and material schemes for hospitality projects.

suriawati qiu
interior objects/crafted surfaces

bali

interior design  1999



S-INC

Kate Sala, a stylist and creative director based in Antwerp, teamed 
up with Paris based photographer Elise Toïdé on their third project to 
produce this womenswear fashion editorial, published by KALTBLUT 
and CONTRIBUTOR magazines online. Sala and Toïdé share the same 
creative vision; an evocative, raw and genuine approach to design and 
image. This environment is re-created often when the two collaborate, 
resulting in almost documentary style images - creating in particular 
with this shoot a story based on the relationship between cloth, 
movement and the figure.Model Edween Malaval is wearing FW13-14 
collections from Le MoineTricote, LIMIFeu, Y’s, and Yohji Yamamoto 
styled back with various vintage pieces.

Kate Sala, director of creative consultancy s-inc, offers expertise in boutique fashion business 
development, with particular knowledge of sustainable business practice. She is an experienced 
professional in the fields of fashion design, production, styling, business strategy and 
e-commerce. She has worked with major fashion houses, leading creative agencies across 
Europe, as well as consulted for innovative online ventures. For the past two years Sala has 
worked alongside Belgian designer Bruno Pieters, managing business and collection production 
for his new conscious company Honest by. Kate combines her enthusiasm for sustainability 
with her deep understanding of design and production to develop innovative solutions and 
possibilities for her clients. s-inc. also works closely with labels on their brand identity through 
utilizing our expertise in styling and production combined with the skills of various talented 
international photographers. 

kate sala
stylist/creative director

belgium

fashion   2010



NOBLE PARK AQUATIC CENTRE

This project represents the first major redevelopment of the Noble Park 
pool since it opened in 1962. Noble Park, within the City of Greater 
Dandenong, is home to an ethnically diverse community comprising 
sixty-two per cent migrants and a high proportion of Muslims of 
northern African descent. In this project, the architecture provides an 
aquatic recreation and education facility for the inland community 
beyond Melbourne’s beautiful coastlines. The project’s design borrows 
from Australia’s iconic sandy coastlines, clear blue waters, and 
colourful summer beach towels and umbrellas. These elements are 
brought together and reinterpreted as a graphic expression and visual 
experience interweaving throughout the building fabric and interiors. 
Fundamentally, the beach and sea is brought in context to Noble Park 
for introduction to a land based community. The congregational spaces 
in the complex are in open proximity to aquatic components such as 
a new fifty metre heated outdoor pool, indoor program pool, splash 
play areas, aqua play equipment and the rejuvenated water slide. The 
facility also provides community multi-purpose spaces and community 
group office accommodation. An outdoor basketball court, grass 
volleyball court, picnic / BBQ facilities and dry play equipment is part of 
the redevelopment, fostering social and cultural interaction beyond the 
aquatic activities of the pool. 

Adrian Seow is a design focused architect who currently lives and practices in Melbourne. 
Adrian’s exploration into diverse architecture typologies reinforces his core vision as an 
architect; to approach all designs in consideration of cultures, context, social demographics, and 
history. The goal is to leave for its users a significant built form which creates meaning through 
their physical representations. It is his belief that the ultimate significance behind each project 
comes from new experiences and way of life a building creates for its users.

adrian seow
architect

malaysia/australia

architecture  2008



SYNTHETIC LOVE

Synthetic Love is neither prêt-a-porter, nor haute couture, it is 
conceptual costume for the stage, installation art and fashion 
performance. The collection expresses ideas about women’s efforts to 
improve themselves through various physical manipulations in oder 
to get more attention from those around them. This trend has been 
happening around the world and many women spend huge amounts of 
money to achieve this goal. The designs are intended to express love. 
However the costumes express neither romance nor the true glory of 
love; they express fake love, something ironic and extreme. 

The collection is characterised through the overwhelming use of the 
colour pink. The colour is used to give a girly, kitsch and eccentric 
sensation to the creations. The use of pink plastics and synthetic fur 
are intended to highlight the fickleness, volatility and falsehood that 
permeate our dearly held beliefs, influences and lifestyles. In my 
opinion hardly anyone truly loves or gives something for nothing. Our 
need for love has become like our need for other commodities in our 
capitalist society. People sometimes present themselves in an artificial 
way, and even tell lies to make sure they get love.

Tiarma Sirait is a Bandung-based fashion artist who presents visually provocative and thought 
provoking installations, performances, textiles and fashions questioning all the conventional 
wisdoms both of the East and West. Through her bold conceptual approaches to art, fashion 
design and pop culture, Tiarma has explored themes such as love and lust, foreign influences 
on Indonesian culture and mass consumerism. Her art is intended to show hyper reality within 
a contemporary context. Tiarma actively participates in many exhibitions around the world; 
the countries she has exhibited her works in include Malaysia, Thailand, Australia, France, 
Germany, Canada, Cuba, Poland, Japan, United Kingdom, Sweden, Italy, China, Colombia, Bosnia 
& Herzegovina, Portugal, Slovakia, Czech, Hungary, USA and South Korea.

tiarma sirait
fashion artist

indonesia

fashion  1996



NORTH POINT MASTER LAYOUT PLANNING 
Hong Kong

The design for the North Point waterfront redevelopment, proposes an 
‘organic network’ of forms for the site. The project intends to expands 
the North point organic ecology pattern; re-enlivening and sprawling 
the existing petite community body into the new development 
area. The design’s interconnecting precinct of loop elements and 
courtyards of open spaces and shaded passageways, with landscaped 
links and clusters of recreation programs and community service, 
forms an integrated and coherent ensemble. The landscape matrix 
and building mass varies in height and openness, and is attuned to 
the environmental constraints of the flyover that intersects the site. 
Internal courtyards provide for a range of landscapes, as well as giving 
fresh air and light to all the users in the site. These courtyards also act 
as communal meeting and entertainment areas. Commercial, retail 
and community facilities have been located to develop zones and 
environments that are lively and socially active, while also providing for 
variation and disparate spatial experiences. 

Stephanie Mee Lee Tan is a registered architect in Australia. After graduating from RMIT 
University in 2006, she has worked as an architect and project designer in several architecture 
practices in Melbourne and Hong Kong, all with international recognised and published 
works. She participated and completed high profile Australia institutional projects in John 
Wardle Architects and Maddison Architects, such as M² and The Plasso, Smart State Medical 
Research Building and The Bastow Institute. Some of the projects have been recognised with 
AIA Vic Chapter Public Commendation awards. While active in her working career, Stephanie 
thoroughly enjoys and has long had a passion in participating in world organised architecture 
related competitions with her partner, Chris Chan. They have received several awards in the 
architecture and urban design field since 2009. 

stephanie
architect

malaysia/hong kong

architecture  2006
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CHROMA

The Chroma project considers our experience of colour and the 
digitalisation of looking. Landscapes are desaturated, their colours 
removed and distilled through technological algorithms that subject 
millions of hues to a digital form of natural selection. The remaining 
tones of this new palette are then given shape and reapplied to the 
surface of the work, contextualised by their source but disconnected 
from it. Colour is no longer an attribute of a material; rather, it is 
simultaneously a subjectively defined digital opinion, an abstract 
encoded representation and a frame through which to see the world 
around us. Chroma is part of a larger body of work that investigates and 
reconsiders landscape through duration, extension and fracture.

Andrew Tetzlaff’s practice is an ongoing investigation into the experience of place and 
landscape, often realised through sculpture, photography and an expanded drawing practice. 
He has exhibited work in a number of solo and group projects across Australia, Austria, Japan 
and the USA and has been a finalist in the Fremantle Arts Centre Print Award, the Willoughby 
Sculpture Prize, the Woollahra Small Sculpture Prize and the Banyule Council Works on Paper 
Awards. Tetzlaff is a graduate of RMIT University (MFA 2006), the School of the Museum of Fine 
Arts (BFA 2002) and Tufts University (BA 2002). He is presently lives and works in Melbourne, 
Australia, and is a lecturer at RMIT University and director at BLINDSIDE Gallery.
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visual artist
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SAIGON INFORMAL
Resettlement Housing For The Slum

The Saigon Informal project is located in District Four in Ho Chi Minh 
City, Vietnam. The project addresses the dislocation and negative 
effects on the informal economic sector in Saigon’s slums, due to 
their replacement with mono-program developments. The design 
investigates an urban planning strategy that facilitates the existing 
working and living lifestyle of the ‘slum’ residents, while providing for 
significantly increased densities responding to the economic realities 
of the city. The project introduces a mixed-use commercial and 
residential ‘slum’ re-housing onto the site, establishing a symbiotic 
relationship between the formal commercial programs while retaining 
the thriving informal economic activities. The proposed urban 
design facilitates a network of three main activity zones: formal 
street commerce, informal laneway vending and recreational zones. 
Architecturally, the housing typology allows for expandability and 
flexibility in internal planning due to the high population density and 
their limited economic capacity. Internally, the neutral spaces are 
adaptive to the changing functions across the day, such as working, 
living and sleeping. The project as a whole aims to preserve the fragile 
yet essential culture and economy of the lower income group that 
takes up to eighty per cent of the city’s economy.

Ton Vu grew up in Viet Nam and migrated to Australia in 2003. His childhood in Saigon’s urban 
laneways has had a strong influence on his perception of community and the use of open 
public space. This led to his growing interest in humanitarian design and the essential qualities 
of space to the human senses. He has investigated architecture and urban design in Viet Nam, 
Scandanavia and Australia. Ton was involved with Architects Without Frontiers as an RMIT 
student and has been a Co Design volunteer member since graduation. Alongside volunteer 
work, Ton is also a sessional tutor and research assistant at RMIT Architecture and Design 
faculty. His thesis project Saigon Informal won the Architecture Australia Prize for Unbuilt 
Work 2011, Architectural Review’s top ten thesis projects of 2012 and also was short listed for 
Architecture of Necessity 2013.
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ANNEXE ART GALLERY
Ballarat, Australia

The Annexe expands the Art Gallery of Ballarat with a new frontage 
at the rear end of the complex to face an urban square and provides 
this regional centre with a statement events space for the city.  The 
project shifts across hybrid postures of public hall, verandah and 
bandstand, formally and programmatically recalling local typologies. 
Expanding the simple ‘events marquee’ brief into a flexible response to 
site and program provides an enclosed multi-purpose space for talks, 
workshops, installations and gallery functions. Operable glazed panels 
open the facade for summer openings and transform the project into a 
bandstand for public performances toward the adjacent plaza.
A modulated roof-scape and painted timber linings recall nineteenth 
century back of house spaces where humble, timber lined, saw-toothed 
additions stand in contrast to the grand facades of the main streets. 
A singular augmented horizontal plane, the roof connects inside to 
out, defines space and frames views while cantilevered triangular 
awnings signal the new insertion in the civic context, forming interstitial 
verandahs and stepped seating to encourage public occupation of the 
plaza.

Searle x Waldron make projects with equal parts intuition and reason, developing distinctive 
and inventive architecture. The projects aim to engage with site specificity and interact 
with strategic urban operations.  The practice’s design ambitions are tailored to all scales 
and typologies from small scale public realm projects to larger scale civic and urban plans.  
They place a strong emphasis on uncovering opportunities where particular constraints and 
conditions become openings for design differentiation and catalysts for creative interventions. 
Their approach to design has seen the office win several international design competitions 
for public buildings and urban design in Europe and Asia. These include a ‘City Spatial Design 
& Mobility Centre’ project sponsored by UN-Habitat in Kosovo, and first round of ‘MoCAPE - 
Museum of Contemporary Art & Planning Exhibition’ in Shenzhen, China.  Searle x Waldron was 
co-founded in 2007 by Nick Searle and Suzannah Waldron and integrates architectural practice 
with research agendas through their involvement as design studio leaders at RMIT University.

suzannah waldron
architect
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BEHIND THE SCREEN 

‘Behind the Screen’ is experimental art derived from the dysfunctional 
thinking of three architects, a vision of an urban dystopia, where life 
has been displaced by digital systems. Virtual properties. Bidding wars. 
Virtual communication. Photorealistic environments. Escapism. It is an 
abstract reflection of urban living conditions where substantial physical 
interaction is no longer the focus of the society. Instead, the population 
are shifted into a virtual world.  A space which breathes no air, as if, we 
had resisted but somehow were absorbed.

Cloudlab is a multidisciplinary design studio founded in Melbourne, Australia. We explore 
forward thinking concepts in Architecture, Interior Design, Urbanism, Arts, Graphic Design, 
Product Design, Photography and Film. From design experiments to production, we make ideas 
happen. In the face of the pressures and forces that shape our community, our art questions 
and frames current issues and phenomena within society.  We believe in making things 
beautiful. We believe in making things meaningful.

louis wong
visual artist/architect

singapore/australia
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CONTRASTING RHYTHM

This series of ceramic sculptures reflects my curiosity for 
natural objects, especially botanical objects. Round and hollow forms 
seen in the natural world such as fruits, seeds and buds, provide 
the starting points for my explorations. My cultural background as a 
Taiwanese-born ceramist and my knowledge regarding the concept 
of Yin and Yang inform my work offering opportunities to extend and 
develop biomorphic form. 

The Yin and Yang can be understood as negative and positive and were 
derived from the ancients observing phenomena in the physical world, 
such as heaven and earth, brightness and darkness, male and female 
and so on. These understandings led me to explore these concepts 
in a series of sculptures which investigate natural forms that reflect 
the harmonious integration of Yin and Yang. These works reconcile 
opposites manifesting the qualities of Yin and Yang through material 
forms including concave/convex, rough/smooth, internal/
external and hollow/full.

Mon-Xi Wu is currently a full-time Assistant Professor, Shu-Te University, Kaohsiung City, 
Taiwan. He has completed a Masters of Fine Art at Tainan National College of the Arts, Taiwan 
and a Doctor of Fine Art at RMIT University. He has held solo exhibitions at Ming Chuan 
University, Gallery of the Department of Commercial Design, Taoyuan, Taiwan; Hwa Kang 
Museum, Chinese Culture University, Taipei, Taiwan; Cultural Affairs Bureau of Taipei County, 
Panchiao, Taiwan; South Gallery of Tainan National College of the Arts, Tainan County, Taiwan 
and the American Cultural Center in Taipei, Taiwan. He has also been selected for various 
awards including the 6th Taipei Ceramics Awards 2008-Creativity Award, Taipei County Yingge; 
Ceramics Museum and the 4th World Ceramics Biennale 2007 Korea, World Ceramic Exposition 
Foundation, Icheon, Gyeonggi-do, Korea.
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